Virtual Meeting
(in lieu of meeting at the 2022 Summer National Meeting)

MARKET INFORMATION SYSTEMS (D) TASK FORCE
Thursday, June 16, 2022
2:00 – 3:00 p.m. ET / 1:00 – 2:00 p.m. CT / 12:00 – 1:00 p.m. MT / 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. PT

Meeting Summary Report

The Market Information Systems (D) Task Force met June 16, 2022. During this meeting, the Task Force:

1. Adopted its Spring National Meeting minutes.

2. Adopted the Market Information Systems Research and Development (D) Working Group’s report on incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) abilities in the NAIC market information systems (MIS). The recommendations include the following five steps:
   A. Analyze current Market Information Systems (MIS) data, and identify deficiencies.
   B. Identify the predictive power of market analysis scoring systems, and integrate all data into a single analysis.
   C. Incorporate promising AI modes of analyses, as well as statistical models.
   D. Assess the ways AI can improve analysis and facilitate pattern recognition.
   E. Systematically explore potential data sources suitable for AI techniques.

3. Received an update on current MIS projects and Uniform System Enhancement Request (USER) forms.